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ABSTRACT

The current study examined the contributing factors of
morale in two Child Protective Services offices. Department
of Public Social Services in San Bernardino County.

Fifty^

eight male and female, culturally diverse participants from
the offices represented urban,and rural regions within the

county.

The post-positivist paradigm utilized quantitative

and qualitative research methods.

Factors that contributed

to high morale levels were identified as being supervisor

support and supervisor validation of employees, co-worker
relations, the physical environment of the office, office
socials and celebrations, personal morale, and work.and nonwork balance.

The results of the study are generalizable

only to the San Bernardino County Child Protective Services

agency.

Results of the study may be applicable to other

county organizations with similar populations.
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INTRODUCTION

^^Next to physical survival, the greatest need
of a human being is psychological survival 
to be understood, to be affirmed, to be

validated, , to;;beVappreciated ^

,198;9),;v

Morale is :an essential compohent .of. employee happiness

ih: the work plaQe today.

Over the years,/ morale and its

contributors have been researched in hopes of raising

employee ■>moralo and;,inqr

employment longevity,

especially .among goyernmental: and, other .bureaucratic

hgencies.

One such burea:ucratic..agency is the ,. Chitd t :

Protective Services agency of-the ,Department, of Public
Social Services.;in San,.Bebnardino: ,County
Morale among. Child Protectiye Seryices. workers in San
,Bernardino County has not been studied in recent years:,

Morale among Child Protective Services workers in San

Bernardino County may. bO either high . or low. , Levels Of ■ i.. 

high morale may influence employment longevity and diminish
employee burnout.

Therefore, it is important high levels

of morale exist in..the. Child Pr

Services agency

Because the Child ' Prbtective Services agericy desires, high .,
morale in agency offices and among employees,: the question.

:

becomes: what are the contributors of high levels of

morale?

To identify the contributors of high morale levels

among Child Protective Services workers in San Bernardino
County is the purpose of the current study.
Problem Statement

In the 1990s, many individuals work eight or more

hours, five days a week, at a job. Individuals bring their

own personal needs to the organizations in which they work
(Kossen, .1975).

These needs are typically economic,

psychological, and social.

Personal needs may strongly

influence an individual's interest and motivation on the

job.

For this reason, organizational staff are concerned

with understanding employees' needs (Kossen, 1975; Maier,

1952).

As employee needs are met, individuals' tend to

feel happier, more satisfied in their jobs, and develop
positive attitudes toward their organizations (Maier,1952).
An individual's attitude toward the employing organization
is called morale (Kossen, 1975).

Morale is an elusive concept, and difficult to define,

and measure.

However, morale exerts a "strong- influence

over the human relations climate in organizations (Kossen,

1975).."

According to Kossen (1975) morale is defined as

employees attitudes toward either their employing

organizations in general or toward specific job factors,
such as supervision, fellow employees, and financial
incentives.

Morale may also relate to an" individual or the

group of which an individual is a part (Kossen, 1975).

The

current study defines morale as the atmosphere created by
the attitudes of the members of an organization (Kossen,
1975).

•

.

Morale has been the focus of many professional studies

including management and business professions, and the
social work profession (Barron, Berger & Black, 1997;
Bronars & Famulari, 1997; Diebold, Neumark & Polsky, 1997;
Winter-Eber & Zweimuller, 1997; Newman, 1996; Rauktis &

Koeske, 1994).

Understanding morale and its influence in

the workplace is important.

Morale has been identified as

a future predictor of job satisfaction (Benge & Hickey,

1984; MacCurdy, 1943).

When morale wanes, job satisfaction

tends to decline (Dattalo, 1997).

Morale may wane due to

job-related stresses and demands (Dattalo, 1997).

Child

Protective Services workers endure job-related stresses and

demand in their jobs (Rauktis, & Koeske, 1994).
Child Protective Services workers face difficult

demands in their jobs daily.

Child Protective Services

workers make investigations and assessments that affect

lives (Rauktis & Koeske, 1994).

The lives of children,

parents, and families are altered as a result of the

decisions made by Child Protective Services workers.

These

decisions may drain Child Protective Services workers'

energy levels and attitudes.

The drain of Child Protective

Services work may affect a worker's morale over time.
According to Dattalo (1997), Child Protective Services
workers may experience declines in morale due to the
demands and stresses of their jobs.
Problem Focus

The current study uses a post-positivist paradigm to

study morale in Child Protective Services agencies.
Department of Public Social Services, San Bernardino
County.

Using a post-positivist approach allows the

current study to utilize both quantitative and qualitative
research methods on a self-report morale questionnaire

(Rubin & Babbie, 1997).

The current study focuses on

morale in several areas of worker experience; wage, wage

growth, and job survivorship; group dynamics in the. form of
co-workers who form supportive, cohesive relations; the

sharing of personal and work related stories; worker

personality, and personality perceptions; affects of

empowerment, locus of control, and citizenship behaviors;

interaction of cultural diversity; balance of work and non-

work; and effective managerial techniques that embody human
characteristics of empathy (Diebold, et. al., 1997; WinterEbmer & Zweimuller, 1997; Chen, Yu & Miner, 1997; Gagne,

Senecal & Koestner, 1997; Barren & Gjerde, 1997; Caproni,
1997).
To understand the effects of morale on social workers

in Child Protective Services agencies, the responsibilities
of workers must be examined. .

Child Protective Services

workers help families and children reported at risk for
abuse.

Child abuse may be reported under maltreatment

guidelines including physical abuse, emotional abuse, .
sexual abuse, and/or neglect (Filip, McDaniel .& Schene,
1992).

San Bernardino County receives approximately 600

calls to the child abuse hotline weekly (Eklund, 1997).

Response to these calls requires Child Protective Services
.workers,investigate the authenticity of the reports and
assess the risk to the child/ren under investigation.

Results of the investigation,and assessment may involve

placing the maltreated child into a protective out-of-home
environment, commonly called foster care (Dattalo, 1997).

Children placed into foster care make up a Child
Protective Services worker's caseload (Rauktis & Koeske,

199,4).

San Bernardino County Child Protective Services

workers manage caseloads of approximately 40 cases,

(individual and/or family constellations) which represent

services to approximately 60-100 children monthdy (Eklund^
1997; Filip, et. al., 1992).

Duties of Workers include

assessing client problems, assessing service needs, and .
providing agency resources (Dattalo, 1997; Rauktis &
Koeske, 1994; Filip, et. al., 1992).

Difficult decisions

regarding which services to provide, to whom,.and at what
level are made in,each case by workers (Dattalo, 1997).

Of

concern is the effectiveness and feasibility of composition
and caseload size to the delivery process.

Effectiveness ,

may become thwarted under multiple job demands.

And, job

demands, and job effectiveness may affect workers' attitudes
and morale (Rauktis & Koeske, 1994).

The current study examined the phenomenon of morale,in
Child Protective Services agencies, in the Department of
Public Social Services of San Bernardino County.

Specifically, the current study analyzed, factors that
contribute to morale among Child Protective Services

agencies in San Bernardino County.

To determine morale

factors, a study of morale was conducted among a sampling,

of social workers employed in two offices of the Child ,

Protective Services agency: San Bernardino Mill Street and
Victorville.

The San Bernardino Mill Street office

represented an urban area of San Bernardino County and the
Victorville office, represented a rural area of San

Bernardino County.

The current study proposed morale would

be high in offices with supervisory support and supervisory
validation, increased wage and promotional opportunities,
cohesive co-worker relations, proportional work and non-

work activity balance, safety and aesthetics of the,

physical office environment and the personal beliefs,
values and behaviors of individual workers.
• ■

' /'

■

■
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Researchers indicate morale is an attitude toward

individuals' employing organizations (Kossen, 1975/ Rauktis
& Koeske, 1994; Maier, 1952; Galdston & Zetterberg, 1958).

According to Kossen (1975) attitudes of employees are

significantly influenced by their perceptions of several

important'fn^tors, including individuals' personal .
i.G-tivities both on and off the job, the nature of their

work, their ci-workers, management,and supervisors, their
concept of self, and the satisfaction of met needs (Kossen,
1975).

,

■

,

In the past, morale studies have focused on wage, wage

growth, job survivorship, job mobility, and gender

inequality in the workplace, (Diebold, ef. al., 1997).
Current studies have examined more human characteristics

such as the dynamics of co-worker support, the sharing of

personal and work^related incidents and stories, personal
empowerment, citizenship behaviors, and effective
management, styles ,that incorporate empathy (Good, 1994;
Barron & Gjerde, 1997; Podsakoff, Ahearne & MacKenzie,
1997).

When questioning the desires of individuals in the

workplace today workers express the human need to feel

appreciated (Good, 1994).

In 1986, the U.S. Chamber of

Commerce published the results of a survey in which they
asked workers what they wanted from their jobs (Good, ,

1994).

The survey also asked employers what they thought

employees wanted.

Employers thought workers wanted good

wages, job security, and upward mobility.

However, the ,

number one desire on the employees' list was appreciation.

Second and third desires were to be part of the decision

making process and help with personal problems (Good,

1994).

Clearly, employees are more attuned to the human

side of the workplace than finance and growth aspects.

Employees want to feel happy in their jobs, to feel
appreciated and to enjoy morale.
Morale is an emotional attribute and is considered a .

future predictor of job satisfaction (Benge & Hickey,
1984).

Morale provides energy, acceptance of leadership,

and cooperation among members of a group (Benge & Hickey,
1984).

Previous studies have defined morale as a proponent

of various feelings and attitudes held by an individual

toward the employing organization (Kossen, 1975).

Morale

results from irritants being addressed and removed,

improvements in the workplace, open communication channels,
and recognition for a job well done (Benge & Hickey, 1984).

Among Child Protective Services workers it has been found
morale results from worthwhile work within the community,

work that.is supported by. their supervisors, development of

a close rapport with supervisors and with co-workers,
trusting relationships within the workplace, and wage
(Dattalo, 1997).

Morale may be linked to factors associated with the
Child Protective Services job and the assigned wage.

According to Diebold, et. al. (1997), an important
attribute of a job is its wage.

Important changes have

occurred in wage distribution over the last twenty years.

Wage changes include the deterioration of relative wages of
young and less-educated workers, a convergence of black and

white wages, and a closing of the gender gap in wages.

The

relatively high-paying, middle class wages have melded with

the lower-middle class wages creating greater equality in
wage earning ability by workers.

Employers tend to pay

higher wages to men and professionals and pay higher wages
to skilled and professional women than to unskilled, non
professional women (Bronars & Famulari, 1997).

Child

Protective Services agencies employ both skilled and

professional men and women.

Therefore, job wage and wage

growth may contribute to morale levels in Child Protective
Services agencies.
Wage and wage growth may be effected by worker
training.

Research over the past twenty years has revealed

the importance of on-the-job training (Barron, Berger, &
Black, 1997).

Training' may occur informally between

co-workers, formally from management, and from universities

offering course work and degrees in social work.

Training

may occur under the guise of university sponsored
internships in child, youth, and family arenas.

Training

at Child Protective Services agencies effects wages, wage

growth, productivity, worker confidence, and contributes to
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morale (Benge & Hickey, 1984).

Other possible factors

linked to morale are job stability and job/agency
survivorship. ..

Job stability and job/agency-survivorship are
important attributes of morale (Diebold, et. al, 1997).
Job retention rates over the last twenty years have

remained stable.

Many individuals have remained in their

job placements for over 4 years in spite of the evolving
labor market. .With job placement longevity, morale tends to

improve.

Longevity of job placement among Child Protective

Services workers may affect moral^

among Child

Protective Services workers may. wahe due, to. high incidence,

of job burnout related to the .affects of child maltrea
on workers (Gagne, et. al., 19971v

-However, the current

prevalence of child maltreatment also contributes to job
stability and job/agency survivorship among Child
Protective Services agencies (Rauktis & Koeske, 1994;
Dattalo, 1997).

Job stability and Child Protective

Services agency survivorship may contribute to levels of

morale among Child Protective Services workers.

Other

possible considerations of morale include job assignment
and promotion, especially for women.

11

In the past, women were not rewarded in the same
manner in the labor market as were men (Winter-Ebmer &

Zweimuller, 1997).

Job assignment and promotion were not

equal between men and women.

Women needed to fulfill

higher ability standards to be promoted.

The rationale for

unequal job assignment and promotion suggested women were

preoccupied with household work and childcare and turnover
would, be greater for women than for men.

Therefore, women

were kept in low status, low paying gobs due to training
costs necessary for promotion (Winter-Ebmer & Zweimuller,
1997).

Currently, equality of job assignment, and job
advancement is considered more carefully in the labor

market (Winter-Ebmer & Zweimuller, 1997).

Women in the

1990s have greater potential to obtain meaningful work

assignments and advancement opportunities.

According to

Meredith Newman (1996), women fare better at state

government levels of employment.

Approximately 20 percent

of executives in state governments are women.

There is a .

strong possibility that similar conditions exist for women

working for other governmental agencies such as Child
Protective Services agencies, which employ a high

proportion of women.

However, advancement may continue to,
12

be problematic due to childbea.ring and maternity leave
issues (Newman, 1996).

The U.S. Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993

obligates employers to provide benefits and temporary leave
of absence from employment for childbearing employees

(Newman, 1996).

Therefore, women of childbearing age may

risk job assignment and job advancement.

However, the

benefit of maternity leave in Child Protective Services

agencies may be a factor in morale levels of childbearing
aged workers while possibilities for advancement may be
linked with morale for others (Newman, ,1996).

Morale may

also be influenced by managerial effectiveness.

Management motivation research indicates effective
management promotes morale among employees (Schuster, .

,

Dunning, Morden, Hagen, Baker & McKay, 1977; Chen, et. al.j
1997;).

Schuster, et. al. . (1997) indicate employee-

centered management achieves high levels of employee
motivation, commitment, and performance through management

practice such as participation and involvement;that

emphasize attention to employee needs and goals.

The

employee is heavily involved in.information sharing,
training, decision making, and rewards.

These

characteristics may be problematic for large, hierarchical

13

■

organizations.

Chen, et. al. (1997) reveal large,

bureaucratic organizations are characterized by high

centralization, high division of labor, and high
formalization.

Employees may become disgruntled and lost

in such large organizations.

Management effectiveness

becomes crucial to employee morale in large organizations.
Successful managers play a key role in positive employee
relations through behaving assertively, performing
administrative functions favorably, and emphasizing the
hioman side of business.

Successful and effective managers

find employees match their motives with favorable attitudes
toward superiors, desire to assert oneself, desire to be
distinctive, and desire to perform routine duties
responsibly (Chen, et. al., 1997).

Employee-centered

management techniques have been used to increase employee
morale historically.

Mary Parker Follett, a pioneer of social work

during the 1920s, challenged traditional approaches to

organization structure and management (Selber & Austin,
1997).

Follett stressed the importance of employee

participation, empowerment, and the redesign of work with
less hierarchical organizational structures.

Follett

encouraged team-driven work processes and people-oriented

14

approaches through employee and customer input.

Follett

believed her ideas would increase quality of human service

delivery and morale.

Put into practice today, Follett's

ideas may help foster morale through organizational and
personal empowerment.

Empowerment is a modern term used to connote an
individual's internalized achievement over difficult

experiences.

Empowerment suggests feeling effective,

feeling in control, and feeling influential (Gagne, et.
al., 1997).

However, at times, personal experiences and

work experiences may occur that are disturbing and leave
Child Protective Services workers feeling powerless.
Feelings of powerlessness expose human vulnerability, stir
innermost anxieties, and evoke defenses and coping
mechanisms (Goldstein, 1997). Sharing of personal

experiences, job-related stories and traumatic events with .
colleagues may alleviate feelings of powerlessness
(McConkie & Boss, 1996).

Therefore, sharing personal

stories may be empowering, foster group cohesion, and be a
factor increasing morale among Child Protective Services
workers.

Cohesion is a phenomenon of group dynamics.

An

important component of the group requires cooperation among

15

superiors and workers, and among co-workers.

However, when

individuals work together, the risk of peer pressure exists
(Barren & Gjerde, 1997).

Peer pressure has both a positive

and a negative connotation.

Peer pressure may encourage

work efforts from co-workers that. inspire commitment and
contribute to outcome.

In Child Protective Services,

agencies, peer pressure may contribute to more effective
interventions of clients by workers.

However, peer

pressure may impose unseen emotional costs on workers that

affect job satisfaction and morale (Barron & Gjerde, 1997).
Emotion plays an important role in human behavior.
And., the sharing of emotions (affect) appears to be. an

important factor in agency morale.

Affect is beginning to

be noticed by organizations and its essential contribution
to justice and negotiation (Kumar, 1997).

And, affect

plays a distinctive role in making judgments and decisions.
In addition, affect may be experienced differently among

individuals in a group.

Individual affect may be difficult

to interpret, therefore affectional manifestations may
enhance or diminish levels of morale in the workplace.

Researchers have suggested social.roles, especially

gender roles, may explain a tendency for women to have
lower morale levels in the workplace (Lennon, 1987).

16

In

the past, poor work conditions that included low employee
status level, low pay, poor work conditions,

discrimination, sexual harassment, and job instability may
have contributed to lower levels of morale for women than

men.

However, influences outside the workplace may also

affect morale, particularly among women.

Women tend to

experience greater distress associated with depression and
other psychophysiological symptoms not associated with work
(Lennon, 1987).

Family responsibilities,, feeling

exhausted, and unresolved non-work related issues may also
affect morale.

Much of the research on morale focuses on job related

experiences, interventions, and outcomes.

However,, workers

are more than the sum of their employment experiences.

Employment is only one component of working individuals'
lives.

In life, individuals do many things.

The question

then becomes; does the overall quality of life affect job

related morale?

Caproni (1997) purports a work/life

balance is essential to happiness both in and outside the

workplace. . Possibly morale levels are associated with
quality of overall life, especially life experiences
associated with non-work.

Living fulfilling and productive

lives benefits both individuals and organizations.

.
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Therefore, work/life imbalance may contribute to lower

levels of morale (Caproni, 1997).

Because most individuals

desire a fulfilling and productive life, obtaining balance

appears to be crucial.
When workers feel the sacrifice to their families for

benefit of work is too great, morale will surely be an

essential cost (Caproni, 1997).

Therefore, organizations

and individuals seek knowledge, on.balancing work and life
outside of work.

Books written on efficient balancing of

life and work suggest prioritization, time management, goal
orientation, and categorization as possible solutions.
However, : joys and sorrows associ.ated with family and work
enter lives without.prediction or warning.

Similarly,

blessings enjoyed today may be gone tomorrow.
events do not lend themselves to planning.

And, turn of

Wise

individuals understand life is emotional, haphazard, and

uncontrollable (Caproni, 1997).

Therefore, the idea that

work and life must be balanced may be an erroneous

assumption.

Trying to achieve balance may produce more

tension and subsequently undermine success in both domains
of family life and work.
The basis for.work and non-work domain interaction is

based on the importance of each, effort devoted to. each,
18

and multiple roles individuals; hold (Cohen, 1997).
Individuals have expectations regarding appropriate
behavior at work as well as away from work.

For many, the

non-work domain contributes to the workplace.

The

.

spillover model asserts non-work related, experiences carry
over into the work domain and affect attitudes and

behaviors there (Nagle, 1995).

The spillover effect stems

from a transference of beliefs, attitudes, and values

learned in one setting to another.

Research findings

indicate the spillover hypothesis to be an accurate

phenomenon (Nagle, 1995).

Rather than competing, work and

non-work involvement interface to provide both job and life
satisfaction.

There appears to be little doubt that non-work

participation influences work activities (Cohen, 1997).
Possibly enrichment from non-work resources increases
individuals' capacity to meet work demands, increase
individual value to the employer, and increase a sense of

personal competence.

Also, effective coping strategies

used in nOn-work environments may have a positive effect on
work experiences.

In addition, employer-based family

support such as child care and flexible work schedules help
to facilitate, workers' abilities to cope with non-work

19

demands.

Such supports also promote individuals' work

performance and commitment.

As attitudes positively and

effectively interface between work and non-work in Child
Protective Services agencies, morale levels may increase.
Caproni (1997) suggests happiness at work and outside
of work becomes the responsibility of both workers and the

agency.

Of increasing importance in the agency today- is

managerial knowledge and practice.

Superiors who develop

ability.to work effectively and empathically with workers
in job roles promote - agency commitment and morale.

And,

individuals with commitment to their work experience

greater professional success and higher levels of morale
(Caproni, 1997).

Workers who replace balance with

fulfillment also benefit with greater morale.

The logical-

rational approach to a balanced work/life may be replaced .
with an aesthetic perspective described as a "feeling of

beauty."

Beauty, not balance, is a very worthwhile guide,

to life and an essential perceptual shift that may make all
the difference in individuals' feelings of happiness and

levels of morale in the agency as well as at home (Caproni,

1997).

Possibly a more satisfying home life and job are

the rewards of individuals with self-determination and
intrinsic motivation.

20

Important characteristics contributing to levels of
morale are individual feelings of reward, self-

determination, sense of purpose, and intrinsic motivation

associated with work (Gagne, et. al., 1997).

The enjoyment

of work and the work atmosphere promote feelings of

competence and autonomy, and are important characteristics
of morale.

High levels of morale and feelings of

competence are found in six job dimensions: a) skill
variety, defined as the opportunity to use many skills and
talents at work; b) task identity, defined as the

opportunity to identify a whole piece of work; c) task

significance, defined as the recognition that,a job has
impact on others; d) autonomy support, defined as the

opportunity for freedom, independence, and discretion; e)

job feedback, defined as the information .about ones'
performance obtained from job activities; and f) feedback
from agents, defined as information about one's performance
obtained from supervisors and co-workers (Gagne, et. al.,
1997).

And, morale tends to occur more as a result of

internal locus of control (Majumder, MacDonald, & Greever,
1977).

Researchers studying morale have found individuals
with internal locus of control are happier in their jobs,
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■

have more positive attitudes toward work related variables;
such as co-workers, supervisors, and clientele, and perform

at higher levels of functioning in their jobs (Majumder,
et. al., 1977).

Individuals with internal locus of control

tend toward greater self-reliance and believe their success
is determined by their own efforts, abilities, and skills.
Internal locus of control orientations are empowering.
Individuals with internal locus of control use more

persuasive and resourceful approaches in solving problems
with co-workers.

Conversely, individuals with external

locus of control believe their success is controlled by

fate, chance, luck, and powerful others (Majumder, et. al,
1977).

Those with external locus of control do not try to

better their circumstances.

Possibly individuals with

internal locus of control have higher levels of morale. .

Therefore, locus of control among Child Protective Services

workers may effect levels of morale.

Morale may also be

influenced by work performance.
Morale has been found to be positively correlated with

work performance (Paul & Gross, 1981).

Researchers found

performance, productivity, and morale may be increased by
means of organization development techniques.

And, work

performance reduces turnover rates through positive
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feelings about individual's jobs (Anderson, Issel, &

Mcljianiel, . 1997). In addition, positive correlations exist
betiween low levels of turnover in individuals who feel

their clients need them, feelings of friendship between co

workers, and interactions between- workers and;.supervisbrs ■

wh4n stressful eyents ocgur.,, Leve

were:

increased in organizations implementing interventions; , :

t

concerning people and processes rather than techndlog)/:and
organizational .structure,

^ GroSs, 1981).. ,

Intlerventions concerning people and processes may be
described as citizenship lbehavibrs.:

^

citizenship behdyiorS: are; yQluntaryl discretiohary
acts - not. .dictated^^^^

^
.

requir.ements, and .promote(et

;:fUhdtioning of the drgahizatidn 1(Pddsakoff., Ahearne// &:";
MadKenzie,: 1997)..

Citizenship- behaviprs . are described as

altruism,; courtesy/:' ; cheerleading, peacekeeping,

;.spdrtsmanship/ divic.yirtue, , and ;:consciehtiousnes:s.
citizenship behayiors increase morale through being.;aspects
of helping.

This occurs when a -worker encourages a co

worker who is discohraged about hi.s. or.;her;;'accomplish^

or professional deyeiopment: (.POdsakoff,:;et.; al.,; 19:97).
More established,; knowledgeable w
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may teach,.eg-:..

workers and work groups various "tricks of the trade" and
help with work related problems.
Work groups that contain similarity of gender, race-

ethnicity, and tenure are found to have greater citizenship
behaviors among co-workers (Riordan & Shore, 1997).
Similarity between individuals typically leads to more
frequent communication, high social integration within a

group, and group cohesion.

Citizenship and helping

behaviors are expected to foster group cohesion, contribute
to the attractiveness of the work place, and thereby
enhance morale (Podsakoff, et. al., 1997).

Current research indicates citizenship behaviors

enhance morale in the workplace, therefore it becomes

important to understand the ramifications of the absence of
citizenship behaviors.

Citizenship behavior withdrawal

typically begins when a worker begins to experience
feelings of unfair treatment by superiors (Skarlicki &
Folger, 1997).

When workers deem organizational decisions

and managerial actions as unfair and/or unjust, affected
workers may experience feelings of outrage, anger and
resentment.

There appears to be an association between

perceptions of fairness and retaliation.

Workers who feel

exploited are more likely to engage in acts against the
.
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.

.

organization such as retaliation and resistant behaviors.
As workers' perceptions of.unfairness grow stronger,
workers feel more dissatisfied and behaviors that appear

retaliatory become more frequent- (Skarlicki & Folger,. .
1997).

.

Dissatisfied workers may react to the perceived

injustice through negative behaviors used to punish the
organization and those who inflicted the injustice
(Skarlicki & Folger, 1997).

Many retaliative behaviors are

covert and sabotage effective organizational functioning as

manifest through withdrawal of helping behaviors.

Retaliation may become more dangerous and/or aggressive as
manifest through acts of vandalism, theft, and violence.
To counter worker dissatisfaction and negative, retaliative

behaviors researchers suggest organizations engage in fair
formal procedures.

Decision-making procedures need to be

consistent, unbiased, accurate, correct, representational,
and ethical.

In the presence of fair procedures, workers

tend to accept responsibility for their problems and levels

of anger and resentment diminish (Skarlicki & Folger,
1997).

Supervisors who are known to be considerate of

workers' needs and respectful of their dignity, and work to.
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ensure fair treatment of workers increase likelihood of

morale in the organization.

In most organizations and in Child Protective Services

agencies, workers perform various job-related tasks.

In

Child Protective Services agencies, individuals work

together in blended units,:and members of the unit work

closely one with another■in an interdependent fashion
(Pritchard, Jones, Roth, Stuebing, & Ekeberg, 1988) .

Working closely with co-workers may produce cohesion as
well as foster problems.

In the past, group interventions

typically included feedback and goal setting.

In^ the

1990s, research findings have indicated a positive
correlation between self-help groups and low levels of job
burnout

(Medvene, Volk, & Meissen, 1997) .

Researchers of

self-help theory have begun to identify burnout and
exhaustion as one source, of group instability.

There

appears to be higher levels of emotional exhaustion and
depersonalization when workers perceive an imbalance in
their relations with co-workers.

And, researchers found

burnout was high among Child Protective Services workers
with burnout relating to organizational factors (Rauktis &.

Koeske, 1994) .

Former United States Surgeon General C.

Everett Koop has recommended that
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self-help" groups be

included in policy and practice of governmental and non

governmental organizations (Medvene, et. al., 1997).
Self-help groups help to initiate balance and

reciprocity among relations (Medvene, et. al., 1997).
Balance and reciprocity are associated with perceptions
that each of the parties in a relationship is benefiting

equally well.

Workers' morale may increase when an

individual feels he or she is getting back about as much as

he or she is contributing.

Self-help groups also support

communal orientation within an organization.

Communal

orientation in an organization was negatively correlated
with burnout and exhaustion levels of workers (Medvene, et.

al., 1997).

Possibly self-help groups may increase morale

among workers.

Self-help groups may work more effectively

for individuals with certain personality characteristics.

Personality may affect morale (Holt, O'Connor, Smith,

Gessner, Clifton & Mumford, 1997).

An individual's

personality and/or a perception of another's. personality
may cause problems in the workplace.

There is a human

tendency to attribute people with stable personality
traits.

And, people tend to assume personality causes

behavior rather than situational influences.

Because

individuals use schemes to frame perceptions, personality
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traits may strongly influence how workers perceive co
workers and superiors (Longres, 1995). . Personality may
facilitate or inhibit certain behaviors.

Supervisors and

workers may view others in the organization according to
perceived personality traits (Holt, et. al., 1997).

For

example, a negative and cynical viewpoint of others may
result from perceptions of dishonest personality traits in
co-workers,.

And, workers may view supervisors as power

seeking, narcissistic, and self-aggrandizing.

Personality

components may unravel morale in an organization.
Therefore, decisions regarding behavior need to be based on
situational information and not personality.
Short term situation effects may have impact on morale

levels (Litwin & Stringer, 1968).

On a daily basis,

important events occur at,work that may effect morale.

How

workers perceive the event is important. .Equally important
is the behavior of the work group when the event occurred,

workers' feelings associated with the event, and how the
event effected workers individually.

Morale dimensions

incorporate various needs of workers. When needs are met in
the workplace, morale levels increase. ,Some of the most

important worker needs have been identified by researchers
as follows: ne^d for achievement, need for affiliation,
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need for power, coininunication channels, delegation of
responsibility, performance appraisal, reward and

punishment, relationships, warmth and support,
organizational hierarchy, specified tasks, worker, skills,
wage and.wage growth, tenure, and physical location of the
organization ,(Litwin & Stringer, 1968) ..

Outcomes on met

needs tend to be higher levels of morale (Litwin &
Stringer, 1968; Good, 1994).
Throughout the research on morale, findings

consistently indicate influences of management on worker
morale.

Many books have been written on the subject of

management styles and techniques.

In a nutshell, managers

must remember to manage with a heart, and learn to make

workers feel appreciated (Good, 1994).

Positive

supervisor/worker relations are essential if an^
organization is to function at an optimal level with high
morale levels among all employees.

The, following is a

simple list of behaviors effective managers use to foster
worker morale (Good, 1994):
Talk to workers, learn their names, and treat them as
^ individuals.

Show interest in workers' personal lives.
Provide support or counseling if needed for personal
■

problems.

Be concerned about personal tragedies.
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Listen to workers' ideas, give credit for ideas, and use
workers' ideas.

provide a safe, attractive, comfortable, and clean
workplace.

Eat, relax, and share stories together on breaks.
Create an atmosphere of safety and trust.

Be loyal, treat workers with respect and avoid favoritism.
Orient and train newcomers.

Be concerned about workers' needs, allow flexibility for ,
special needs. ,
When work is slow, send workers home early.

Allow creativity in getting a job done.
Be a mentor, respect workers' feelings.
NEVER belittle a worker.

Treat workers with honesty and fairness.
Be clear in expectations, set limits as necessary. ,
Give lots of feedback and praise, especially worker
improvement.

Specifically state criticisms, give encouragement and work
on solutions together.
Allow workers to correct errors.

Avoid dwelling on the past, forgive, forget, and move on.
Remember humor goes a long way, and take care of yourself.
Apply the golden rule: do unto others as you would have
them do unto you.

Morale has been studied over the years to determine
the best and most effective ways to improve worker

productivity, absenteeism, lateness, and personnel turnover

(Benge & Rickey, 1984).

Morale research links sense of

achievement and fulfillment in the job.

Also, morale

surfaces when there is a, spirit of harmony between

co-workers.

It appears to be management's responsibility

to see that co-workers are satisfied and that morale is

high.

When workers believe, superiors are truly interested

in what they think, morale is raised.
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Maintaining high

job ■ Superiors

morale :is a- c

this

To, do.

mahagement ..may. conduct reguiar formal or.informal : ;

surveys tO" gather . data, talk to workers,h.listen and /
; validate workers' feelings,i and, address exiating problems-^^ •
in atime1y manner (Benge;

Hickey, 1984).

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHOD

. Bgrpose . ofithe/ Study ,
.

'

T

study examined morale

levels affiOng the Child..htotoctive . Services . agency of the

.Department df:Bub.iic. Social .Se^^i<^ss ih San ;Bernardino.^^^^^;^;^ .
County.

A mofare' study Was conducted among;.a samplihg of

■

.social workers employed;in. two; Child ..Protective: Services .
offices, recognized as San.:Berhardino:. Mill;. Street, and

,;

Victdrvill.e. ; Both cipsed-ehded . and,, open-ehded que.stions

:.p.ertaining. to: m^^

answered.

The ^current study

■proposed' morale -would be: high in ;;;of fices with supervisory

' tupport and. eupervisdry Validation;,, dhcreased waget and ;; ;.
.promotional .opportunities, .cohesive co-Worker relations,1

proportidftai work . and non-wprk. activity bal.ance, :safety,;and,

"desthetics pf . the. physical ofhice ..environment . and the ; ; ■ .
personal .beliefs, Values, .a

behavidrs of individual.

..workers... .. ;. ; ; ■ ■ ■ ■; ■ ■ ■ . .
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. ..

The current study used a post-positivist paradigm
(Rubin & Babbie, 1997 )•.

Post-positivist research

emphasizes objectivity,.precision, and generalizability.

Post-positivist reseatch seeks . to..verify. causality through
attempts to sort out:. wha

effect.

Therefore, the post-pOsitiyist..paradigm : in the current
study used a combination:.for,quantitative,■and qualitative,
research methods.

Quantitative methods were empirically

based and utilized .statistical analysis.

Qualitative

methods were exploratory in nature, and tended to generate

new ideas for further teSt.in.gi

IJsing. ppstcpositivist

research in the current. .study necessitates, .replication to -i'

achieve reliability (and : validity (.Rubin;.; &; ^ .B^

) •

However, using the post-positivist paradigm ..allowed .(the

researcher to extract .participants' own ideas .as (to.
contributing morale factors.
Participants

Participants were recruited from the Child Protective
Services agency in San Bernardino County.

Approval to

survey Child Protective Services employees was received
from the Department of Public Social Services, Deputy
Director Gary Niall (see Appendix G) .

Fifty-eight Child

Protective Services social workers volunteered to
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participate.

Participants were culturally diverse males

and females.

All participants were employees of the

Department of Public Social Services/ Child Protective
Services Agency, In San Bernardino County.

Participants

were recruited from San Bernardino Mill Street and

Vlctorvllle offices.

All participants were treated In

accordance with the."Ethical Principles of Psychologists
and Code of Conduct" (American Psychological Association,
1992).

Instrument and Data Collection

Data was collected through questionnaire. .The

questionnaire was described as a self-report scale.

A

self-report scale is a source of data in which all,
participants respond in writing to the same list of written
statements or questions that have been devised to measure a

particular construct (Rubin & Babble, 1997).

The self-

report scale for the current study measured factors that
may contribute to morale in Child Protective Services
offices.

The questionnaire consisted of two sections.

The

first section asked demographic information and was titled

"Demographic Information" (see Appendix A).

Demographic

data Included gender, age, marital status, ethnicity,
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income level, level, of education, academic degree, license,
location of employment, length of employment at current

location, and position title.

The second section Included

both closed-ended and open-ended questions and was titled,
the "Morale Scale" (see Appendix B).

The closed-ended

questions Included 38 statements rated on a Llkert scale.
The Llkert scale ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5

(strongly agree).

A sample statement was "I receive

positive feedback from my supervisor."

The questionnaire

also Included eight open-ended questions.
answered In participants' own words.

.

Questions were

A sample open-ended

question was "What do you think.contributes to the morale

In your office?"

The morale scale was devised specifically

for the current study by the researcher In consultation
with the faculty project advisor at California State

University, San Bernardino.

The researcher used current

research literature on morale as a basis for the morale

scale.

The survey helped Identify morale contributors for

San Bernardino.County Department of Public Social Services,
Child Protective Services agency, but had limits to

generallzablllty for other counties, departments and/or
agencies.
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Strengths and Weaknesses

There are strengths and weaknesses in using a self-

report scale in a research study.

Strengths include:

survey questionnaires are relatively simple to complete,

large amounts of Information can be gathered in a uniform
manner, and a large sample population can be. surveyed in a

short span of time (Rubin & Barrie, 1997).

Weaknesses

include: the researcher is not available to answer

questions, some questions may be left unanswered, and
relevant issues may be missed due to pre-selection of

questionnaire items by the researcher (Rubin & Babbie,
1997).

There were both strengths and weaknesses in using the

self-report scale devised specifically for the current

study.

The self-report scale allowed items to be

constructed that reflected the problem addressed by the

study (Rubin & Babbie, 1997).

In the current study, the

self-report scale reflected morale in Child Protective
■Services offices.

The findings from the self-report scale

were applicable to the participants who answered the survey
questionnaire.

The study was generalizable,to Child

Protective Services offices in San Bernardino County.
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The strength in using the self-report scale was
weakened due.to the scale not being an existing scale and,

therefore was untested for reliability and validity.

Using

existing scales eliminates the uncertainty of reliability
and validity (Rubin & Babbie, 1997).

Reliability and

validity are generated from consistent test and retest
answers over time.

Reliability refers to an instrument's

consistency, predictability, stability, or accuracy
(Erlandson, Harris, Skipper, & Allen, 1993).

Reliability

is established through replication and is a precondition

for validity.

Validity refers to truth value (Erlandson,

et. al., 1993).

Validity indicates the extent to which an

instrument actually measures what it proposes to measure.

In addition, existing instruments are cost effective and
readily accessible.

Another weakness in using the self-

report. scale for the current study was, generalizability to
populations other than agencies of San Bernardino County
Department of Public Social Services was hampered.
Procedure

Participation in the current study was voluntary.

A

manila envelope was placed in each Child Protective
Services worker's mail box in San Bernardino Mill Street

.and Victorville offices.

The manila envelope was labeled
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"survey.". Each manila envelope contained an informatidnal ■

letter (see Appendix €),, a morale survey with an attaclied. •
informed consent form, ,(see; Appenidfx D), - a; detached

debriefing ata;temeht . .(see Appendix E) > „ and , a business-sized

white envelope. ..The. bnsiness-sizdd white /enveiope :was:\useGi
as a return envelope and. was labeled from: respondent/to: .

;

.KATHRYN^ .SINCLAIR SW , INTERN, SPEGIAL- SERVICES.>. Upon Opening .the /

packet/ 'thefparticipant read and :marked the'infofmedi /i;- ; l f
Cons^OLt with an(X.
survey.

The participant then completed:^ the

.

The survey, took ..approximately .20 minutes (to,;

.domplete.

Upon, completion of the ; survey, the participant"

placed the; survey ahd the: attached .informed conse.nt into> a
buSinesssi:zed:white. envelope: and sea1ed the enyelope.:■

The

sealed:enyeidpeS were mailed, to the researcher through :the;

S-an;Bernardino .County inter-office mall .syStem,.;

Participants were; not mandated to;. answer . the survey within.;
a specific time frame and; answered questions at their
leisure.

Envelopes were collected over a period of three 1

weeks by the researcher only.
Protection of Human\Subjects (

The current ;study;..received: the approval.of: the"

Department ;;Qf,:. Social "Work:,.Human Subj..ectS;: Committee, under .
authority.of the Institutionai'Review;Board/ California

state University, San Bernardino (see Appendix F).

Adequate efforts were made to insure confidentiality of all

participants.

To maintain the confidentiality of

participants, personal names were not placed on the
completed studies. - An informed consent form was attached
to the survey.

The informed consent described the purpose,

procedures, risks, and benefits of participation in the
study and requested the participant acknowledge

participation of the survey by signing the survey with an
X.

There were no anticipated risks as a result of

participation in this study.

The signature of the

participant as marked by an X was used as evidence that the
participant gave his/her consent and had an understanding
of the nature of the study.

In spite of efforts, • :

confidentiality problems existed.
Problems with confidentiality possibly,occurred as a
result of human error. 'Problems .possibly, resulted from

participants failing to place completed studies in return
envelopes and immediately sealing the envelopes.

Unsealed

studies may have been left on participants' desks within,
view of onlookers. . Participants received a debriefing

statement with the telephone.number of the faculty project
adviser at California State University, San Bernardino.
■

,
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Participants were able to contact the project adviser to
obtain information about the project or discuss the survey.
The survey and signed informed consent forms were collected
and stored in a locked box at the private residence of the

researcher.

When analysis of the survey was completed

informed consent and surveys were destroyed.
Data Analysis

.

.

The focus of the current study was. to determine

factors that contribute to morale in the Child Protective

Services agency in San Bernardino County.

Data was.

analyzed through quantitative and qualitative methods
(Rubin & Babbie, 1997; Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
Quantitative analysis was the product of empirical research
of which the current study was a part (Strauss & Corbin,

1990).

Qualitative research methods measured theoretical

interpretations of the current study.

Simply stated,

quantitative analysis measured numbers and qualitative
analysis measured ideas.

Quantitative and qualitative

methods worked together in the current study.

Qualitative

methods clarified and validated quantitative data (Strauss
& Corbin, 1990).

Using quantitative analysis, the current study used
descriptive statistics to analyze data collected from a
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self-report scale on morale. "Descriptive statistics is a

method for presenting quantitative descriptions in a
manageable form (Rubin,& Babbie)."

Descriptive statistics

computed frequency distributions using the Statistical
Software Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) for

demographics characteristics and 38 quantitative response
items on the

Self-report morale scale.

Qualitative analysis was required for the eight open-

ended questions on the self-report morale scale.
Qualitative analysis occurred through coding of similar

phrases and words derived from the scale (Strauss & Corbin,
1990) .,

The process involved the "grounded theory" or the

grouping and comparing of similarities and differences in
responses.

Grounded theory, or qualitative analysis gave

intricate details of morale that were difficult to convey

with quantitative methods only.
RESULTS

. The purpose of the current study examined morale

levels among the Child Protective Services agency of the

Department of Public Social Services in San Bernardino
County.

A sampling of social workers from the San

Bernardino Mill Street and Victorville offices was taken.
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Approximately 225 surveys were placed in the two Child
Protective: Services offices.

Findings revealed there were

58 participants who responded to the following research
areas: demographics information and a morale scale which,

required both quantitative and qualitative participant
reporting. Qualitative research results supported

quantitative research findings on morale levels in San
Bernardino Mill Street and Victorville offices.

The

enclosed tables reflected the current research findings.
The analysis of quantitative demographic characteristics
data was presented followed by the analysis of qualitative
data.

An elaboration of the results was found in the

discussion section of the current study.
Quantitative Analysis

Quantitative analysis included demographics
information and closed-ended questions from the morale

scale.

The quantitative demographics were divided into 11

categories.

Demographic categories analyzed: gender, age,

marital status., ethnicity, income level, level of

education, degree, license, employment location, length of

employment in location, and position title.
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Demographics for Gender of Participants
The majority of the participants were female (44),
which represented 75.9 percent of the participants (see
Table 1).

Male (14) participants represented 24.1 percent

of the participants.

Table 1. Demographics for Gender of Participants
Frequency

/Perceht : ; .

: Cuitolativei,: .
.Percent ■

■24.1;:7:

14

Male
Female

44

Total

58

7:75.:;9 .l'-';-:!:;

100-.:0^-^

100.0

Demographics for Age of Participants .
Of the 58 participants, 10.3 percent

the ages of 21-30 (see Table 2) .

(6) were between

The highest category for

age demographics was represented by 32.8 percent of the
participants (19), which were between the ages of 31-40.
The second highest category for age demographics was

represented by 29.3 percent of the participants (17) , which
were between the ages of 41-50.

In the age range between

51-60, participants (15) represented 25.9 percent.

The

data revealed only 1 participant was over the age of 61,

which represented 1.7 percent of the participants.
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Table,2. Demographics for Age of Participants

21 - 30

Frequency

Percent

Cumulative,
percent

6

10.3

10.3 ,

,

19

31 - 40

51 -

Over

43.1

32.8 ,

17 ;

29.3

-

,

,

72.4

60

15

25.9

98.3

61

1

l:--7

100.0

. .
,

Demographics for Marital Status of Participants
Of the 58 participants/. 50.0 percent . (29) reported
they were married (see Table 3) .

Less than one-quarter of

the participants (9) reported they were single, which
represented 15.5 percent.

participants

Less than one-half of the

(18) reported they were divorced, which

represented 31.0 percent.

The data revealed-2 participants

were separated, which represented 3.4 of the participants :
o
OL

Table 3. Demographics for Marital Status of Participants
1

\—1
fv■

Frequency

Cumulative

Percent

Percent

1,5.5,

15.5.

29

50.0

65.5

Separated

2

3.4

69.0

Divorced

18

31.0

100.0

Total.

58

100.0

Single

9

Married

-

. .

,

Demographics for Ethnicity of Participants
Of the 58 participahts, 56 revealed.ethnicity (see
Table 4) .

The data revealed the majority, ,72.4 percent of
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the participants were Caucasian (42).

African American

participants (7) were represented as 12.1 percent.
Latin/Hispanic participants (6) were represented as 10.3

percent.

The data revealed there was one Asian American

participant, which represented 1.7 percent of the
participants.

Two participants failed to reveal their

ethnicity.

Table 4. Demographics for Ethnicity of Participants
Frequency.

Percent

7

12.1

12.1

6

10.3

22.4

Cumulative
Percent

African
American

Latin/Hispanic
Caucasian

42

72.4

94.8

Asian American

1 ,

1.7

96.6

Blank

2

3.4

100.0

58

100.0

Total

Demographics for Income of Participants
Of the 58 participants who responded to demographics
for income, the majority was represented by 39.7 percent of

the participants (23) in the $40,001-50,000 range.

In the

$30,001-40,000 range, income was represented by 19.0

percent of the participants (11).

Eight participants

earned income in the $20,001-30,000 range, which

represented 13.8 of the participants.. In the highest
income ca:tegory, 12.1 percent of the participants (7) .
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earned income over $60,001.; ■ Six^participanbs earned./incdme,

in "the '$50,001-60,OOO range, which represented 1013 per.eent

of .the: participants, - And,.; in the lowest income :category, >

3;.4hpercen1; ,.of y the: participants (2)• earhed:,.income in the .
$:10,,000:-20,0:00 ; range ^

'.0 . ^

table 5.:.Demographics, for .Income of .Participants .
Frequency

Percent

eumuiative . ; ■
Percent

:$10VOOO':

20,000

.

3.4

^

13.8

$20,001. - : 30,800

$30,.001 -viO/OOO. ^
$40,001' -. 50:, 00.0 . :
$50,.001 .- :6.0,.000,^. :
.Over $60., 001 .
:..Totai

il" ■

:3.4-.

-i'i-2;

..

:36.2. . c.;.::

19.0

■

■ ■23: . v-;: .

39.7

.6;::..: .

10.3.

: :

.12.1
. 58:

■

100.0

:

: 7.5,9':: -.;
. ;86..2:. ■ i.. C'.t;. :
98.3;: .

7:

-

Demographics for Level Of Education.of Participants

r : ; . :6f the; 58 ^participants, 56 responded to the

; ■ , . i: i

demographio;. characteristic ::i:evel of education '(see :Table
5) .0 , vThe; datUs rcveated..;pve.r:.pne-hal:f , :(35)0, of .the ;

participants :had. antedueatipn.:ievei between grades :17:-18,
which represented' 60.3 percent of the participants.
data revealed 24 .i' percSnt ■ of the. partic.ipan

The

(14): . h

education 1eyei. between .grades 13-1.$ ... . Five of the ■

participanhi..had at . educa-tion level,.pf:; grade 12 or under,
which repreSehted: 8 . 6: percent of the participants v'i / TWo: .
participSrits had ah educational level ..higher /than: .grad

.4.5;

which represented 3.4 percent of the participants.

And,

two participants failed to reveal level of education.
Table 6. Demographics for Level of Education of
Participants
Frequency . .

.Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Grade 12 and under

5

Gfades?13116^^^^

14

24.1

35

GO
60.3

■ 'Gradds il7-18- :"

•

Oyef . gr ade' M

it"' ' i-t

.■32'.;8; .

3.4

;96;.;6i
100.0

Blank

2

3.4

Tdt;al(

58

100.0

"lit

'

Demographics for Degrees Obtained by Participants
The data revealed over one-half of the 58 participants
(34) had obtained Masters Degrees, which represented 58.6

percent of the participants . (see; "Table 7) . . The data
revealed 12 participants had obtained Bachelors Degrees,
which represented 20.7 of the participants.

The data

revealed four participants had obtained Associates Degrees,
which was represented by 6.9 percent of the participants.

Two participants had obtained Ph.D. Degrees, which

represented 3.4 percent of the participants.

And, two

participants failed to reveal degree demographics.
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Table 7. Demographics for Degrees Obtained by
Frequency::

■

VP'ercenb:/t:i^

Cymuiative : ,
: Perce'nt :

Mtasters

58.6

-^ ;

79.3

■ 3.4

82.8

AA

6.9

89.7

Blank

10.3

100.0

Total

100.0

Ph.D.

:

.20>:77x:-O;.: ;/

Bachelors .

2'

:

,

Demographics for Licenses of Participants

The data revealed the majority, 86.2 percent of the 58
participants (50) had no license (see Table 8).

Five

participants had a Marriage, Family, Child Counselor (MFCC)

license:, -which: represented 8.6 percent of : the participants.
Possession of the Licensed Clinical Social Worker

(LCSW)/Academy of Certified Social Workers (ACSW) was
represented by 5.2 percent of the participants (3).

Table 8. Demographics for Licenses of Participants
Frequency

Percent

Cumulative
Percent

MFCC

8.6

8.6

LCSW/ACSW

3

5.2

13.8

No license

50

86.2

100.0

Total

58

100.0

Demographics for Office Location of Participants

Of the 58 participants, 36.2 percent of the

participants (21) worked in the San Bernardino Mill Street;
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office.

The data revealed the Victorville office employed

63.9 percent of the participants (37).
Table 9.

Demographics for Office Location of Participants
Frequency

Percent

Cumulative
Percent

36.2

San

36.2

Bernardino
Mill Street

Total

100.0

-^63.8,

Victorville

;:58.-i7v- -v.,

1O O;.0 ■

Demographics for Length of Employment of Participants
Of the 58 participants, 29.3 percent of the

participants (17) had been empioyed at the cufrent. location
less than one year (see Table :10).

The.data revealed 24.1

percent of the participants (14) had been employed at the
current location from one to two years.

Employment at the

current location from two to five years was represented by

19.0 percent of the participants (11).

Over ten years of

employment at the current location was represented by 13.8
percent of the participants (8).
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Table 10. Demographics for Length of Employment of
Participants
Frequency

Percent ,

Cumulative
Percent

Less than one year
One - two years
Two - five years
Over ten years

17

29.3

29.3

14

24.1

53.4

11

19.0

72.4

13.8

100.0

Total

58

100.0

Demographics for Employment Positions of Participants
The data revealed the majority of the 58 participants
(32), 55.2 percent worked in the position of Social Service
Practitioner (see Table 11).

Eight participants worked in

the position of Supervisor Social Services Practitioner, ^
which represented 13.8 percent of the/participants.

Seven

participants worked in the Social Worker II position, which
represented 12.1 percent of the participants.

And, the

position of Clerk III/IV was also represented by 12.1
percent of the participants (7).

Four participants, which

represented 6.9 percent of the participants worked in other
positions.
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'TatJle ll/ v'Demographics

Employment . Positions . of
O
r—1

;Freq.uency...,

Percent ;

CO
Cumulative:

■ ■Perceritii : ■

Social. Service

■

■Practitioner.:

t :-3i

.■

v;; :55.;2,

;55.2;::./' :; ■ ■ '

' ■.

'Social Worker 11 ;
i: :: ,; :
.8: /
Supervisor; Sccial : :

12.i

;;7

.

■ ■ 6,7,..:2'

v',-.:

,.13.8. : ;

Services 'Practitioner

G:lerk lIX/IV .

t

Other, ■

/Total,

■58 :. ■

12.1..

.

. :6..d ,

:

. ■93 vk, -y
i0.0,0

iO.O'.O ,

Breakdown of Significance, of ■ Mo^r
.Of the 38 items ,Qn the Morale Scalel, :.one!item,

questioh ^number^36 r.e:v-ealed-significance iat the p^. 005^,;

level :,and, wss distihguished. by the sing;le. ampersand, (,*.)

,

itiark (see Table 12 ): .- The . data revealed;19 i.tems, listed as
questidh .niimbers 1, 2/' 3, 8,■ ;9> 11,: 1

13, 15, 16, ; 18, 21y

; 22, > :24.,^..25:, 28, 29, :31 and-34 were significant at :,the ,.1

p<. 00.1 .level and were: distinguished, by the .. double ampetsand
■ (**) mark t . The d^^^

revealed 18 items, listed, as question

numbers 4, 5, 6, 7,

10, 14, 17, 19,; )20, 23, 25, 27, 30, - ^

32, 33, 35, 37 and 38 were not significant.
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Ta£)le 12
Question,

Breakdown;of : Significanoe of Morale Scale

Questfon

' 1- ■ = ,. ■ ' i il'i

;, ■

Significahce

no.•

: I'm happy^ :w

p=..00;0;f

the people,,1 work

■with. - ■

\ I'm happy with^the' support staff . I;;:

p=. 0;00f

:;i- V

work with.:

.1. Xike the work :2 do. :fi •
"
I. feel I'm being paid a .fair wage

p= .:.000*;k^ ^ --^ ■ ,

P= .{)59;k; ,

for the.:: work .1: do. , /
• ■
I feel supported by my supervisor. .
I. feel motivated to come to work. .

;7f

, 8: i f

i;.

p=. 4.70 ; ;
p=:.:Q:19;c .

■

.1: .Feel there, is . a positive .attitude
in my ■ office:. ■

P-.260 :

My cb-wOrkef s;.get .along :well with .

P-. 000t*:; ;: : ■ :

.one another.

I can talk. to my cb-workers if f ■

■.

have a job-related problem. ..
AO rA'^-A::: ■ f' ran talk: tO'my superyisob if ::.J ^
have a: jpb-^related. problem.
;I.;help myfcp^A^orkerB V v 1fr
: ...f
■31' :-r , ,
I.,
am
happy
with
.
my
work
scheduie..
..
■ '12 . •
.1: 1ike the ,physica1 enyiroriraent: in . .
the ■'of fice.■
I
like the . community where■ the .
AA/::^:.

P=.000**:b
P=vG36. . :

;P=f:QDQ*>/: 3::;
• p-:. ooo:** : : ; ,

P^.OOOf*;. : . . :
p-.,.055::.: -.

office^ is located. :

:P-1D:00*:*

My co-workers. .help .me. ^
16

.When there .is aiprbblem./ 1 assess, .
how 2 raay have prevented iti.
. Some: Co-workers are :::di.fficult :to
;

::

;i3-

■r .

p=rOO;Ok* i: ■

:p=,.:1.04;;i;

work with because, bf their ,

:;p.ersohalltiesi V .b: :
■
I. enjoy positive :self-esteem.

18

. ■ ..

' P=. .ooG**

'A9''' ^lA-111: jl-

:P=^G0 6b

A Q lrl Al ■ I feel like a team member at work. :
When . there, is a problem.I. tend ..to ::
AA'O -

p^vGga.:;, . - .

feel I can share part of
.'.
pers.bnal.. life .with my co-workers.;

:b.lame others.
22

;:2;3'i :

vl-i

P=.:. GGG^* :r

1

Ir like my personality.; :
I have .the opportunity to earn; more
.income, in my jpb.
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P=.g:g.G**.
: p=.G16 . ■

.

p=.000**
p=.068

I feel secure in my job.
I have one particular friend at

24
25

work.

p=.001**

26

I feel I make a difference in my

27

I feel I am important at work.
I have a good balance between work

work.

28

p=.008
p=.000**

and home activities.
29

I feel challenged in my work.

30

I feel validated for the work I do.

31

I feel competent to do the work I
^ do.

p=.000**
p=.039
p=.000**
• '•

32

I receive little perks and favors
at work for a job well done.

P=.007

33

My office celebrates holidays by
plahning office get-togethers.

P=.006

I receive positive feedback from my

P=.000**

co-workers.

I receive, positive feedback from my
supervisor.

P=.244

P=.002*

37

I feel free to express my ideas to
my supervisor.
I feel my ideas are appreciated at

38

My supervisor manages with empathy.

p<.005*

p<.001**

36

p=.104

work.
P=.030

Qualitative Analysis

The qualitative data was divided into 8 open-ended

questions listed on the Morale Scale which reflected
personal opinions of the 58 participants.

The data

reflected the high incidence of similar response opinions

by the participants and did not reflect participant
responses that were isolated or few in number.

Therefore,

the results of the qualitative analysis was not an
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exhaustive representation of the participants' responses
regarding morale.

The. analysis of the participants' responses revealed
several themes which were categorized as: morale level,

supervisor support, co-worker support, pay and promotions,
office social activities, computer training, even,
distribution of work responsibilities, safety concerns,
laws and court, bureaucracy of the Department of Public

Social Services, office location and high, incidence of
caseloads. Several participants failed to respond to some
or all of the open-ended questions.

Results of the .

qualitative data were categorized and revealed through,
tables and/or discussion below.

Question No. 1: How do you feel the overall.morale of your
office, is?

.Participants revealed office morale levels to be

either low or . high (see Table 13)..
Table 13.

Morale

Office Morale Levels

Low

High

Total

25

29
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Question No. 2; What do. you think contributes to tlie. morale'
in your office?

Participants;expressed low ;office

.contributdrs

:,tQ: be ■ lacb : of .support, by supervisors,>; lacb o^f^ appfeciatuons:

by:., supervisbrs, , high caseloads> poor pay- and difficulties
with the computerized , reporting system; Ghild Welt^^^
Services/Case Management System, (GWS/CMS), and ,safety,
issues. .Participants revealed high,office morale ■

Cbntributors .to be supportive ,supervisors, supportive.Co
workers, and office location. .

Question, No.: 3: How .would you :rafe your bwn persohal .;
itoraleP

, ,

■

;;



Participahts revealed personal morale in threeV^^^^ , ,

.categories; low, average .and high (see Table 1,4),. , ,

,

,

Table 14. . Personal Morale Levels .

Pers.o^a-1 Morale

Low:, : , Average

High,

Tbtal..

10,

15

48. , ,

. , 23

:

Questioh No.4: What/do you think .'contributes to your( ,( ,
current level of. morale?

■ . V Participants expressed Current levels of morale.to,-be

,eithertiow or .hi^h. :■ Low level ;moralev oontributors■ were:
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revealed as lack of support by.supervisors, high caseloads,

difficulty wit

the -cdmputer system , (CWS/GMS), and the

initiation of blended units.

Participants revealed high

level morale contributors to be supportive co-workers,

supportive supervisors, and a balance between home and work
activities.

Question No. 5: What do you think takes■away from morale in
your office?

Participants expressed diminishing morale factors to

be lack of support by supervisors, uneven distribution of
work responsibilities, bureaucracy of the Department of
Public Social Services, the laws and court system, lack of

training in the computer system (CWS/CMS), co-worker
issues, low pay, and safety concerns:. .

■

Question No. 6: What do you think takes away from your
current level of morale?

Participants expressed personal morale levels diminish

due to bureaucratic policies of the Department of Public
Social Services, lack of supervisor support, co-worker

issues, high caseloads, and problems with the computer

system (CWS/CMS) .
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QuestionV No. ,7: What db you; think would; improve morale:; in:
your office?'

•

Participants expressed factors .which would ■ ^

cont.ribute .to improved officeimorale to be more suppdxtive

silpervisbrs, monthly, staff meetings,. computer training
(CWS/CMS),. increased co-wprker support,; and a more; even .

distribution of work responsibilities.; .including the :

possibility of: clerks accepting some of the oh-line '
.wprkers'.. cpmputer duties.;

■

. Question Not 8: What do. you think wpulh improve.; your

,

:current levei of morale?

. -.Participant .expressed factors .that.would contribute .
to improved ..personal ;raorale'.1

be iffiproved

.

supervisor; support, praise from supervisors for jobs welldone, .more social events within; offices, regular pay raises

and.prdmotions, a more eVe.n .distribution ,of work

.

.rhspdnsibilities, and - the implementation of safety plans.as

suggested by. an inclusion of. pagers and/or cellular:pho.nes .
by. on--line.;workers.. . ■ :
DIS'CUSSI'dN-- ■ '

The..current : s

tocused^ on the . cohtributing. factors

of.morale 'ievel.s among Child Protective .Cervices workers; ;

employed"by .the':Departmeht .of 'Public Social:Services in San

Bernardino County.

Child Protective Services workers were

employed in the two offices of San Bernardino Mill Street
and Victorville.

The San Bernardino Mill, Street office

represented an urban area of San Bernardino County and the
Victorville office represented a rural area of San

Bernardino County.

The participants represented employees

working in positions labeled as Social Services
Practitioner, Supervisor Social Services Practitioner,
Social Worker II and Clerk III/IV.

Participants were male (14) and female (44) with ages
ranging from 21 to over 61.

Most participants were

married, however many were divorced, separated, or single.

Participants reflected various ethnicities such as
Caucasian, African American, Latin/Hispanic, and Asian
American.

Income of Participants ranged from $10,000 to

over $60,000.

Participants' levels of education ranged

from grade 12 and under, which represented a high school
education; grades 13 to 16, which represented an

undergraduate education; grades 17 to 18, which represented

graduate level education; and over grade 18, which possibly
repreisented education at the doctorate level.
Many participants possessed educational degrees.
one-half of: the participants had Masters Degrees.
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Over

Other

participants had Bachelors'.Degrees ah.d. Associates Degrees.,
While it would be .advahtageous .to possess ah;educational .

degree in conjunction with, a.clinical.license, most of the
participants failed to possess clinical licenSure.
A majority of the participants had.wpfh
respective offices for under one year:.: M

participants wprhed ih the

for their
the^^^

h

located in Victoxville.. '

Unknown to the , researcher was- inforiaatioh. related to years :

W0^5<^ed .in,; bt
location

at the,; cutrent

Possibly the participants had gre

/histories hh^
;:: /

offices preceding, eiaploy^^^

were revealed;by, th

employment

our,rent study.

A profile of the current study participant; was,/ a : :

.Caucasian .female between the ages of. 31^40, married,, ,with,
.ah/ incdme between $40,0,01-5:0,000. , The profile, participant ,

also had .,a .graduate ;level educational/ background, a,. Masters
Degree; uhd /the absence of a clinical. practice , license.,//'Ih ;■
addition,; .the profile. ,participaht; had ,'i3een /empldyed./,lesS ; ;

tha.h/ohe/ yeat .in/ the/,/victoryille/ of flee ;as, a Social; ; /■/,,; / . •/;/ .
■Setvices ;:;Practitioner .;; ,;;/. / ■
/'

was an overwhelmingly high, incidence / Of f emale

patticipants. / Possibly more females- responded due; to a /

,•

higher incidence of females / over - males ,employed„as Child

Prote/ctiye Services workers. , Possihly female/male response
/ ,//' 1/ '/■' /u,,;.,/,'/-/-/-^// .' ', . - ./ , -t,''/, ■ '-/-■C'/- ' /-i
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^

- -/:/;/../ ■ /

/

ratib waa attributed to past jobbrelated,problem

■

histbricaliy faced by:"women in the work, placer :The,. current
study supported research by, Winte,r-Eber & Zweimuller.(199.7 ;
which..described the. need for female equality;.in the work

.placel y.Possi

1^

female participants desired an. outlet to .

e±pre.S:S their .yiews concerning the, issue of equity in the, .

-w.prk plabev f

women and hoped to initiate, changes in their

. rehpectiye offices/'and j,ob responsibilities.

,. ^Participants "yoluhtarily responded ,to demographic ,
eharacteristics and both closed-ended (qua.ntitative) , and/ ■

open-ended iqualitati'yel questioris included:en the Mbrale / :
scale., . , The quaiitative portioh of the: Mprale Scale

supported findings rev:ealed- by the ;quantitative, analysis
for office, and personal morale levels.: ■ ,There Whb/-;a :slight

difference, in office .morale ievels, with n high:low, ratio,: of
29:25. -Personal.iaorale;,,levels. were, indicated, as/ average. ,
Of importance to'the current/ study, participants

revealed personal /factors that contributed to ,morale,';1 ,
levels. The act -Of/-parbicipants .taking personal,

.,fesponsibi1ity ,for their own..1eVeis of morale is :sup.pbr:ted "
by the research findings of . Majumdef, vet. al. (1977).,/

:^

Participants revealed their own personal coping rtie.chanisms;,
and beliefs affected/levels, of mprale.

Participants with./V

high morale levels tended to like themselves, enjoyed a

sense of personal empowerment, refrained from blaming
others when things went wrong, enjoyed positive selfesteem, and enjoyed a good balance,between work and home
activities.

In addition, participants who enjoyed higher

personal morale levels felt secure, competent and
challenged In their jobs, were happy with their wages, and
liked the physical location and environment of the office.

The physical location and environment of the office
contributed to levels of morale.

Participants revealed

they liked the physical environment of their offices,
however location of the offices was not found to be a

significant morale contributor.

The offices tended to not

celebrate holidays or organize social events, however
workers desired socials and celebrations.

Another contributing morale factor was Indicated by

job performance.

Morale tended to be higher when

Individuals generally liked their jobs.

Participants In

the current study revealed they liked the work they do,
felt secure In their jobs, felt they made a difference In
their work, felt challenged and competent to perform their
work duties, and liked their work schedules.
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Participants

revealed they tended to assess how to,prevent a work-

related problem and avoided blaming others.
High morale levels were indicated as participants

reported they were happy with the-support staff in their
offices and felt they could express their ideas to their

supervisors.

However, the participants may have determined

support staff to be other than supervisors.

Participants

revealed actually feeling supported by supervisors, feeling

ideas were appreciated, receiving empathy from supervisors
and receiving little perks and favors for work well done
was not significant.

Participants contributed high.morale levels to

supervisors who had the potential for improving or
diminishing office and personal levels of morale.

The

incidence of supervisor support as a contributor to morale

supports findings by Chen, et. al. (1997) and Good (1994).
For example, high morale levels were a result of the active

support of supervisors who listened: to workers' complaints
and ideas, helped make difficult decisions, gave praise for

jobs well done, and organized office social activities and
holiday celebrations.

The incidence of high, office and personal morale^,
levels was also attributed to co-workers.

:; r

The importance

of positive, trusting co-worker relations at work supports
research findings by Dattalo (1997) .and Medvene, et. al. .

(1997).

Participants revealed the importance of having

group cohesion within the office, co-worker rapport, and at
least one office friend.

Findings revealed morale was high

when workers were happy with their co-workers, co-worker
relations were reciprocal, and co-workers tended to get

along.

Participants revealed they tended to talk to co

workers over supervisors about job-related problems and
also tended to receive positive feedback from, co-w.o.rkers

over supervisors.

Many of, the contributors of high morale

also were found to contribute to low morale; levels.

Low morale in the office and on a personal level were

revealed in both the quantitative and qualitative

participant responses.

Participants revealed low levels of

morale in the office and personally were contributed to

lack of supervisor support and supervisor praise.

Participants reported the absence of supervisor support and

supervisor praise made it difficult to enjoy jobs,
effectively manage caseloads, and led to feelings of
exhaustion and burnout.

Burnout as a result of low morale

levels supported.findings by Gagne, et..al. (1997).
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High,incidence .of low ::office and personal morale
1eye13 were, a1so contributed , to' the .nnequal dist.ribution of
! wbrkiresponsibilities....i Participants . revealed morale

fell.'when burdened: by/job-related: factors ■ such as diffrcult
decisioh • makinq/ high. caselQads, .-and managing/ the / i
.computerized data syatera; / Child Welfare Services/Case; . .

Managemeht System (CWS/CJMS)/.

^Participants employed as .

.

Child Protec.tiye Services . workers revealed they faced- /. ,

cballenging/:jb^

fraught with . safety risks and felt some of-

the time-cpns.Uming, computer-related duties - could be
relegated .to office ..clerks.

The importahce' of equal work

distributioh as a/contributor to level, of -mofale/,sUppox.tb^^
■ findings .by/ Winter-Ebmer & Zweimuller (1997.)/...: In ...ad^^

wo/rk-related ..problems asbpciated,With: bureaueracyiiowefed:// .
morale levels.

The bureaUcrafiG probiemsr- inhereht- in / the/ Department
of Public Social Services, regulations in the form of laws

and the court/prp.cess : epntribute/d/to..low levels of morale.
Participants revealed frustration with bureaucratic

procedures and organizations with//which, they/.felt
powerless.

Participants who learned to/work with the

.bureaucratic process had improved morale levels, which

supported findings by Chen,/ et/f . al./ (199^^
63 ..// - ■ -: -■ ■ -.

.//tv .■/"

There were problems with the current study that may
have effected outcomes.

Of the nine Child Protective

Services offices in San Bernardino County, a sampling from

only two of the offices was taken.

The two offices were

located in urban (San Bernardino Mill Street) and rural

(Victorville) areas of San Bernardino County, however it
cannot be concluded the San Bernardino Mill Street and

Victorville offices were representative of overall morale
levels of Child Protective Services workers countywide.
In addition, there was a low incidence of participant

response from the San Bernardino Mill Street and
Victorville offices.

Of the 225 surveys placed in the two

offices, only, 58 individuals participated.

Possibly

participants were.hesitant to answer the questions on the
morale scale.

The morale scale asked participants to

reveal personal information and personal opinions about ,
their offices, co-workers and supervisors.

Participants

may have felt wary about answering personal, job-related

questions due to fear of placing their jobs in jeopardy.
Problems with the current study may also have resulted

from the low incidence of male participants.

Male Child

Protective Services workers may have different perspectives

and experiences than female participants.
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Contributing

'morale factprs aiaorig male wprkers may be, yastly differerit
from' those of female,.wdrkers,!

may be more hesitant

to, partidipant, in ^research surveys than females,,. therefdre
the ,ability to accurately determine cbntributing; morale , ; ■
v ' , ■? 'd',

factors;may- remain elusive

;

; Other probleins v\?it]i the.'dutrent study, may, day

inherent.,, in the .Morale ,:&Calp,. , , .The Morale Scale questions

. were . devised by. the, researcher and a California St,ate^; , ■ i

University, San Bernardinq ,;advisor from the current morale:
literature.1 There existed the- possibility of problems

cehtef ed around issues of reliability and ralididy

regarding, the Morale , SCale due tp the absence of.' previous i
tests of the Morale Scale in other .studies,,

' ■

Finally, the current study. Is not ■generalizable- t.O: - ■

populatidns outSide the Ghild,Protective Services agencies

of .,San Berhardino County

may; be .applied;,^ ^^t^

Possibiy the' research fin

other agencies .within the , pe,p.artment.. o.f .

Public So.,Cial Services in San- Bernardino CoUnty..
the. research: findings may: b

Possibly;

.applied to ,Other. governmental

: a'genc;ies: .arid departments with:;similar . pqpulations as ChiId
Protective Services.agehcies in;San Bernardino County.

Bbssibly ,:the, r

findings'may, be: ,applied,, to other

governmental agencies and departments,with populations .,

similar :to Ghild Protectiye Services agencies, o.utside.: San ! .
Bernardino County.

'■ ■SUMMARY

'V- '

The current, study .used, the .post-positiyist; p.ar.a;digia to

determine morale. .cont.rihuto.,rS of .Child..Protectiye Seryices •

workers, ! "Findings revealed, cohtributo.rs
the Ghild.Protective

high mdraie in

agency offices to'be. .

Shpervisor , support and: supehyisor.: validation, reciprocal
cd-wotker relations, personal morale input ..and . training, on

dhe Computerized datn system.;
.The. role of superyisors as a contributor/ of : .moxal'e

was clearly: evident in. the findings: of the current., study. .
Morale was found to. be high in .off.ices with,.superylsor,^^ . ^ ;

support : and supervison validation .of; .empLoye.eS- .

;

Supervisors.enhanced morale in: their! offices.through!
! helping!:workers / make / difficult/ decisions,/! gave praise /for: !

jobs! well !doney and established an: atmosphere of

,

! c;amsra.derie . through of fice get-togothens :and holiday . ;.

ceiabfat'ions.•!:■: ■; !■ '!/!.!■ ! :!;/:' ■ !.■
V: !Moraia ieveis! were::dlSb: .founds to be :high^ when

empldyees had pbsitive co-*worker relations. ! : Co-workers :
xwere.vimpdntant! in heipi

workers fee.l .validated and . . . .

suppDrted- ■ Co-workers also, tended to help in . decision. :
/'^!" ■ ■ ■ : '. ■ ■ ■ :

V.: ' ■ ■- . ■ ■ ■!" ■ '' • ■ :■! ■ !■ . "■ . ''! :. ■ ■ 66
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making with absent supervisors.

Workers especially felt

the need to have one particular friend at work with whom to
confide and share both office and personal stories and
information.

Personal morale input also tended to increase levels
of morale in the office.

Workers with high morale levels

appeared to have inherent strengths, values, beliefs and
behaviors which enabled them to withstand factors that

diminished morale levels.

Morale tended to be higher among

workers who enjoyed a good balance between work and,home

activities and kept the responsibilities of office and home
in their proper perspective.
The current study also identified possible
contributors of low morale levels among child Protective
Services workers.

Morale tended to be lower when problems

with training, safety and decision making were not

addressed by supervisors and/or the Department of Public
Social Services.

Training on the computerized data system:

Child Welfare Services/Case Management System (CWS/CMS) was
especially important in raising or lowering levels of.
morale and workers.

The current study is generalizable to the Child
Protective Services agency and its respective offices in
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San;Bernardino County.

Findings may be applicable to other

governmental agenGies ia

which ;aerve:'-:^^;' ^-^

populations similar, to.: Child.Protective ..Services;. ;,
RECOMMENDATIONS

.

The. current study considered the following.'

; ;■

recommendations, for the improvement of morale levels ' in .

child. Protectiye. Service.s . agencies. .

Recoimnendatipns were

applied;,td .Chiid^^ Protective; Services agency wdrkers
ihCluding ;.s.upervisors, nbn-supervising WQr.ker.s, the.,

.pepartment;. of; Public-;soci;al Services^ and : future s,tudiae,

; Supetvisor. Recommendations
,

The .c

;p

recommended .Superyisor, Social

,

Services: Practitioners in Child . Protectiye.;: ServiceS^ :

.agencies, receiye ;;managerial training including effective ,
leadership, skil1s/. time, managemeht, :..organizational s.ki11s,
relatiphal skills

listening.;.skill.S/. dele.gation .dkills. and;. ■

yspeciai;,if aining in' 1:he. ^Computer system (CSW/CMS) .;;
Superviso;rS' needed t© pf actice their leadership, skills
through helping;,.worke.rs make, difficult decisions,., giving

praise, implementing ;dfflee social, actiyitles, ..delegating; '
time-consuming duties as needed, . hosting, monthly staff
; meetings/ pnoyiding; pay and prdmotional increases aS.
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appropriate and .in ; a. timely manner

and.; proyiding'computer

^training: in CWS/CMS .y,"; Non-supervisor workers.

V:' i 1
■

: The current study recommended non-supervispr, Chi

Protective. Services workers , develop habits and behaviors oi .
self-determination to, improve persohal and:office,morale , .
leyels.,lWorkers heeded;tO'ldevelop a healthy b^
between' work activities:! and honie , responsibilities.

/ ,, v 
Ahh,;

workers heeded,to ihitiate conversations .and/or .meetihgs;^

with supervisors to express their .job-related needs

Pepartmeht Ot; Public?•^bclal Services Recommendations ■ ;
■ The current othdy..reconffuehded,:theiBepartment pt. Public
Social jS;ervices , cohsider the;, needs, of its;:Ghild'ProteGtive^
ServicesiagenCy :eirplO,yees ho improve organipationah;!:eff.ectiv:eneSS/ Operations, and morale.

.

Recommehded:

improveiftehts ihcluded,activities such as ih-serviCe!
meehings with- a focus .on - managerial.!training, knowledge of;;. ;
equitable ,d,iSt.rib.ution of job-related responsibilities:., .and
CWS/GMS, computer training. . . . ■ .
Future Morale Studies

V .T

future studies be

cbnducted on .factors, that:^ c

I^dditioliai ftoraie^^^ ^^^

morale levels.

may enhance the current ;study .and.
69

provide organizations with research-based knowledge To
improve their organizations and employee morale.
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APPENDIX A

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

1.

1)male
2)female

2. age

1)tmder 20
2)21-30
3)31-40
4)41 -50
5)51-60
6)over 61

1)single
2)married

3. Marital status

3)separated
4)divorced

4. Ethnicity

1)African American
3)Caucasian

2)Latin/Hispanic
4)Asiian American

6)other
1)under $10,000
2)$10,001 - 20,000
3)$20,001 - 30,000
4)$30,001-40,000
5)$40,001 - 50.000
6)$50,001-60,000
7)over $60,001

5. Income level

6. What is your highest level of
education?

7. What is your highest degree?
8. What is your license?

9. Inwliich location do you work?

1)Mill Street
2)Victorville

10. How long have you worked

1)less than one year
2)one to two years
3)two to five years
4)five to ten years
5)over ten years

in tills location?

11. Wliat is the title ofyour position?
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";Part l':. ,

On a scale on 1-5 with 5 being the highest, rate your eurrent level of morale in your job by
agreeing (5) or disagreeing (1) with the following statements:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

I'm happy with the people 1 work with.
I'm happy with the support staffIwork with.
I like the workIdo.
1feel I'm being paid a fair wage for the work 1do.
Ifeel supported by my supervisor.
1 feel motivated to come to work.
Ifeel there is a positive attitude in my office.
My co-workers get along well with one another.
Ican talk to my co-workers ifIhave a job-related problem.

10.
11.
12.

Ican talk to my supervisor if 1have a job-related problem.
Ihelp my co-workers.
Iam happy with my work schedule.

13.

Ilike the physical environment in the office.

14.
Ilike the community where the offiee is located.
15.
My eo-workers help me.
16.
When there is a problem,Iassess how Imay have prevented it.
r7.^_^__2__ Some co-workers are difficult to work with because of their personalities.
18.
1enjoy positive self-esteem.
19.
IfeelIcan share part of my personal life with my co-workers.
20.
Ifeel like a team member at work.
21.

When there is a problemItend to blame others.

22.

1like my personality.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Ihave the opportunity to earn more income in my job.
Ifeel secure in my job.
Ihave one particular friend at work.
IfeelImake a difference in my work.
Ifeel 1 am important at work.
Ihave a good balance between work and home activities.
Ifeel challenged in my work.
Ifeel validated for the work 1 do.
1 feel competent to do the work 1 do.
Ireceive little perks and favors at work for a job well done.
My offiee celebrates holidays by planning office get-togethers.
1 receive positive feedbaek from my co-workers.
Ireceive positive feedback from my supervisor.

36.

1feel free to express my ideas to my supervisor.

37.
38.

Ifeel my ideas are appreeiated at work.
My supervisor manages with empathy.
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Please answer the following morale questions in your own words

What do you think contributes to the morale in your office?

How would you rate your own personal morale?

What do you think would improve morale in your office?_
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APEENDIX p-..].'r./y'l : ■ '"r":
INFORMATIONAL LETTER

;Febmary ISj^1998^''
Dear CPS colleague:

The following is a study being cohducted on morale among CPS offices in San
Bernardino county. Morale is an important topic for CPS workers and therefore, it is

importaht that you have ah bppbttunity to express your views concerning the issue.
Please take a few minutes to complete the survey and mail it back to me in the inter

office envelope provided. However, participation is completely voluntary. I appreciate
your efforts greatly.
.
•
Sincerely,

Kathryn Sinclair
SW Intern
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APPENDIX D

INFORMED CONSENT

This study is designed to help San Bernardino county Department ofPublic Social
Services understand the differing factors that contribute to morale ofChild Protective
Service workers. This study is being conducted by Kathryn Sinclair under the

supervision ofDr. Morley Glicken,Professor ofSocial Work at California State
university, San Bernardino and has been approved by the Human Subjects Committee.
In this study you will answer a questionnaire that asks demographic information
pertaining to your gender, age, marital status, ethnicity, and information pertaining to
your employment,such as where you work,length ofemployment,and position. In
addition, you are asked to rate 38 statements on a scale from 1-5. Finally,there are 8
questions you are asked to answer in your own words.
Please be assured any information you provide will be held in strict confidence by the
researcher. At no time will your name be reported along with your responses to any

Department ofPublic Social Services personnel, including supervisors and/or trainers. A
contact phone number will be provided at the end ofthis consentform ifany questions or
concerns should arise.

It is hoped the results ofthis study will provide San Bernardino county Department of
Public Social Services information that will be helpful in raising morale among Child
Protective Services workers. Your participation is necessary to attain this goal.

Participation in this study is voluntary and you are under no obligation to respond. In
addition, you are free to withdraw from this study at any time. However, should you
choose to participate, please mark the space provided below with an X. Please keep this
informed consent form attached to the Morale questionnaire. Upon completion ofthe

questionnaire, place the informed consent and the questionnaire in the envelope
addressed to Kathryn Sinclair and place the envelope in the inter-office mail.

I acknowledge I have been informed ofand understand the nature and purpose ofthis
study. I freely consent to participate. I acknowledge I am at least 18 years ofage.
Give your consent to participate by placing a check or an X here
Today's date is
Thank you,

Kathryn Sinclair, MSW Candidate(909)387-5144
Dr. Morley Glicken,Ph.D.,Research Advisor(909)880-5557
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APPENDIX E

DEBRIEFING STATEMENT

The study in which you participated is designed to help the Department ofPublic
Social Services understand the differing factors that contribute to morale ofchild

protective service workers employed in San Bernardino county. The research data will
be collected through questionnaire. You may request results ofthis study by contacting
Dr. Morley Glicken,Professor ofSocial Work and project advisor at(909)880-5557. If

personal issues should surface due to participation in this study please contact the Charter
Behavioral Health System by calling(909)592-8637,or contact a local family service or
mental health facility ofyour choice.
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F

APPLICATION TO USE HUMAN PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH

Application to Use Human Participants in Research

1.

PROJECT REVIEW

E^NeW Project (lOiS wilfbe aoslgned by tbe IRB) —! .

^ ^

□ Revised Project (EnteriDi;)

^

□ Renewal (EnteriD?^)

^

^

—

Approximate date of most recent previous review of this project _

2.

INVESTIGATOR(S) NAME(S) l-<!a-f h
Deaartment '^Or

Ki Ainr- l aiV-

UyO/'k

Phone

If you are a student, please provide the following information:
This research is for

Q Thesis
□ISourse

0r ^..f ^

PROJECT TITLE

f' U tC.J .
4.

□ Honors Project
Uf ^

Vjl

AyTv

I-'A■

^

j^,

□ independent Study
□ Other
___

C

t i/:t

// c

v^A / h} (f

DESCRIPTION OF PARTICIPANTS (Enter appnox. no. of participants and categories t.nat appV)

Number

L f)

Gender: [□Female STvlale

□ CSUSB Students □ Children (17 or younger) □ Child Development Center
□ Prisoners
5.

□ Patients In institutions

mother C

<;■ a a J

IS THIS PROPOSAL BEING SUBMITTED FOR GRANT SUPPORT?
□ Yes
0FJO

If yes, you must submit one complete copy of that proposal as soon as it is
available and respond to the following questions:

Is notification of Human Participants approval required? □ Yes □ No
Is this a renewal application? □ Yes □ No

Funding Agency.
(NIH. ASI, CSUSB Mini-Grant, etc)

Project period from

.
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to,

^

r

6.

INDICATE THE REVIEW CATEGORY FOR WHICH YOU ARE APPLYING.

n

I am applying for exempt review, based on the fallowing category{ie3):
(Check all that apply. Submit an original and one copy of all application
materials to the IRB.)
□

n

n

□

Research conducted in established or commonly accepted
educational settings and involving normal educational practices
Research involving the use of educational tests, if information from
these sources is recorded in such a manner that participants
cannot be identified in any way

Research involving survey or interview procedures where
participants cannot be identified
Research involving the observation of public behavior where

participants cannot be identified
□

□

Research involving the collection or study of,existing data,
documents, records, pathological specimens, or diagnostic
specimens, vyhere these sources are publicly available or where
participants cannot be Identified

I am applying for expedited review, based on the following category(ies):
(Check all that apply. Submit an original and 2 copies of all application
materials to the IRB.)

□

Collection of hair, nail clippings, teeth in a nondisfguring manner.

□

Collection of excretal and/or external secretions.

□

Recording of data from adults using noninvasive procedures.

□

Collection of moderate levels of blood samples from adults in good
health.

□
□
□
□

Collection of supra-and subgingiva! dental plaque and calculus.
Voice recordings made for research purposes.
Moderate exercise by healthy volunteers.
Study of existing data, documents, records, or pathological or
diagnostic specimens. .

' Nonmanipulative, nonstressful research on group or individual
behavior.

□

. .

I am applying for full board review.

(Submit an original and 7 copies of all application materials to the IRB.)
7.

ATTACHIVIENTS. I have included copies of all relevant project materials and
documents, including (check all that apply);
(3^

Surveys, questionnaires, or interview instruments.
Informed consent form.

Letters of approval from cooperative agencies, schools, or education
boards.

Debriefng statements or explanation sheet.
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8.

AFFIRMATION OF COMPLIANCE:

I agree to follow the procedures outlined in the summary description and any
attachments to ensure that the rights and welfare of human participants in my project
are properly protected. I understand that the study will not corrirrience until f tiave:
received approval of these proceduresfrom the IRB or where appropriate a department

Human Participants Review Board; I have complied with any required modifications in
connection with that approval, I understand that additions to or changes in the
procedures involving hurnan participants, or any problems with the fights or welfare of
the human participants must be promptly reported to the IRB. I further understand that if

the project continues for more than one year from the approval date, it must be re

submitted as a reneyj^l application;

*

:

^

^gnatdre o/lnvestigator

,

Date

. Signature of Co-Investigator

Date

'

;

APPROVAL OF FACULTY ADVISOR/SPONSOR (Required for all investigators who
are students)
1 affirm the accuracy of this application, and I accept responsibility for the
conduct ofthis research, the supervision of human participants, and
:)
maintenance of informed consent documentation as required by the IRB.
'-

Prinfe(^Na'rneofc£aculty Advisor/Sponsor

Campus Phone

Sigq^dre ofFaulty Advisor/Sponsor

-
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Date

'7

Attachlneiit To Application

9. Participation Recruitment

Participants are individuals employed at the Child Proteetive Services agency,
Department ofPublic Social Services in San Bernardino County. Participants will be
recruited from the offices ofSan Bernardino Mill Street, and yictorville. Participants

will represent diversity ofthe offices in areas pfgender, ethnicity, and age. Participant?
are mentally competent and participation is voluntary.
10. Project Description

The Current study attehipts to exarhine levels ofmorale in the Child Protective Services
agency. A sampling ofChild Protective Services einployeesfrom two offices will be
conducted. The two offices represent urban and rural areas ofSan Bernardino County.

The study attempts to examine contributing morale factors and proposes rnorale will te
high in officeswith supervisory support and Supervisory yalidation, increased wage and
promotional opportunities, cohesive co-worker relations, proportional work ahd nonwork activity balance, safety and aesthetics ofthe physical office environment and the
personal beliefs, values and behaviors ofindividual workers.
The study will occur among employees ofthe San Bernardino Mill Street and Victorville
offices. Each employee will receive a packet in their personal mail box containing an
informational letter,the questionnaire, informed consent and debriefing statement. It is
not anticipated findings ofthe study will be generalizable except to the participating
offices and the Child Protective Services agency in San Bernardino County. However,
findings may be applicable to other governmental agencies with similar constellations.
11. Confidentiality ofData

Efforts to maintain confidentiality will be implemented. At no time in the current study

will participants be required to verbally disclose and/or sign personal names on any ofthe
study forms,to the researcher, to the University or to the Department ofPublic Social
Services. Participants will be required to give consent by marking an informed consent
with an X or a check mark only. The completed studies will be put directly into a sealed
envelope for return to the researcher. The completed studies will be handled only by the

participant and the researcher. The studies will be returned to the researcher via sealed
envelopes through the inter-agency mail system. Should a sealed envelope become
opened by another or through the inter-agency mail delivery,there is no way to identify
the participant except through careful handwriting analysis.
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12. Risks and Benefits

There are few risks to participating in the current study. One risk is the possibility of
participant confidentiality being revealed to co-workers and/or supervisors. This may
occur as a result ofparticipant negligence due to: leaving a completed study in view on a
desk,talking about answered questions with co-workers and/or supervisors, giving the
completed study to co-workers and/or supervisors rather than placing the completed
Study in the sealed envelope, and/or failing to return the completed study in the sealed
envelope to the researcher. This risk will be controlled by detailed instructions included
in the informed consent about the process ofreturning completed studies. There are no
Other risks anticipated through participation in the current study.
The benefits ofparticipation in the current study are findings apply directly to the San
Bernardino County Child Protective Services agency. Because ofthe possibility of
employee turnover and feelings of burnout among Child Protective Services employees,
it is important to discover the factors that contribute to morale. The findings will help the
Department ofPublic Social Services, Child Protective Services agency, management
and supervisors implement a plan to help raise morale among the Child Protectiye
Services agency in San Bernardino County.
13.Informed Consent

Informed consent will be in written format. The informed consent will include an

explanation ofthe nature and purpose ofthe current study,the research method, duration
ofresearch participation, and a description ofhow confidentiality will be maintained.
The informed consent fiirther explains the participant's right to voluntary participation
and the right to withdraw fi-om participation at any time and information about
foreseeable risks and benefits. The informed consent will include a statement that the

current study received the approval ofthe Department ofSocial Work Human Subjects
Committee ofCalifornia State University, San Bernardino and who to contact regarding

questions about the current study. Informed consent requirements will not include the
signature ofthe participant. Rather, participants will acknowledge consent by marking an
X or a check mark in a designated spot on the consent form,
14. Debriefing Statement

The current study will contain a debriefing statement describing the reasons for the study,

the way to obtain the general results ofthe study and the persons to contact ifthe
participant has any questions or concerns as a result ofparticipation. The current study
does not incorporate the use ofdeception,therefore debriefing for this purpose is not
required.
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APPENIDX G

APPROVAL LETTER

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SOCIAL SERVICES

COliiNl OFSXNB3EK\ARnr^)
soct^.$Fj>\'ici:sr;TttXT
.

JOHN F. MrCHAFl SDK
As^iirnr.t Adrnir;i<iji ntlvc on":c:
Adrd-istraiivcGrTcc ■
150 Sd'.j(h l.rna Ro"id ■

SAr. Bn:n.irclino CA f/2 ri5

December 10, 1997

DR.TERESA MORRIS

GALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY,SAN BERNARDINO
department OF SOCIAL WPRJR
5500 UNrVERSITY PARKWAY

;

SAN BERNARDINO OA 92407-2397

This letter serves as notification to the Departnaent of Social Work ai California State

UniveTsity,San Bernardino,that Kathiyn Sinclair has obtained consent from the Department of
Public Social Services,. San Bernardino County, to conduct the research project entitled.^
^^Factors Coniributin^ to Morale of Child Protective Service Worker^% San Bernardinn
County.

This letter also serv-es as notification to the Department ofSocial Work that the.Dcpartrncnt of
Public; Social Services, San Bernardino County, is giviil^ consent to allow DPSS staff to,
participate in this research project.

If you have questions regarding this letter ofconsent, you may contact Kafniyn Smclaii, Intern;
at(909)387-5144,
^\
^
Z'.

Date^^ j

ature

GARY NULL,MSW

Deputy DIrectorj^Children"'s Services,

. IV;;
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